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Abstract
Facial image processing is becoming widespread in human-computer applications, despite its complexity. High-level processes such as face recognition or
gender determination rely on low-level routines that must eectively detect and
normalize the faces that appear in the input image. In this paper, a face detection and normalization system is described. The approach taken is based on a
cascade of fast, weak classiers that together try to determine whether a frontal
face is present in the image. The system is also able to obtain the position of
facial features, such as mouth and eyes, and it operates in real-time. Comprehensive experiments carried out with real video sequences show that the system
is faster than other approaches and eective in detecting frontal faces.
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Introduction

Faces are the center of human-human communication, and have been object of
analysis for centuries. It is evident, that the face conveys to humans such a wealth
of social signals, and humans are expert at reading them. They tell us who is
the person in front of us or help us to guess features that are interesting for
social interaction such as gender, age, expression and more. That ability allows
us to react dierently with a person based on the information extracted visually
from his/her face. For these and other reasons, computer-based facial analysis is
becoming widespread, covering applications such as identity recognition, gender
determination, facial expression detection, etc.
This work focus on real time face detection. Face detection must be a necessary preprocessing step in any automatic face recognition [1] or face expression
analysis system [2]. However, the face detection problem commonly has not been
considered in depth, being treated as a previous step in a more categorical system. Thus, many face recognition systems in the literature assume that a face has
already been detected before performing the matching with the learned models

[1]. This is evidenced by the fact that face detection surveys are very recent in
the Computer Vision community [4,10].
The standard face detection problem given an arbitrary image can be dened
as: to determine any face -if any- in the image returning the location and extent
of each [4,10]. The whole procedure must perform in a robust manner for illumination, scale and orientation changes in the subject. It should be noticed that
trying to build a system as robust as possible, i.e., detecting any possible facial
pose at any size and under any condition, seems to be an extremely hard and certainly not trivial problem. As an example, a surveillance system can not expect
that people show their faces clearly. Such a system must work continuously and
should keep on looking at the person until he or she oers a good opportunity
for the system to get a frontal view, or make use of multimodal information with
an extended focus. Thus, robustness is a main aspect that must be taken into
account by any system.
Face detection methods can be classied according to dierent criteria, and
certainly some methods overlap dierent categories under any classication [4,10].
In this paper, these techniques are classied into two main families according to
the information used to model faces:
 Pattern based (Implicit): These approaches work mainly on still gray images.
They work searching a pattern at every position of the input image, applying
the same procedure to the whole image.
 Knowledge based (Explicit): These approaches reduce processing costs taking into account face knowledge explicitly, exploiting and combining cues
such as color, motion, face and facial features geometry, facial features appearance and temporal coherence for sequences.
The system presented here can be related to both categories, as it makes use
of both implicit and explicit knowledge. The paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2 the proposed system is described, in Section 3 results of experiments
carried out with it are analyzed. Finally, in Section 4 the main conclusions of
the work are outlined, as well as directions for future research.
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The ENCARA system

Some facts have been considered during the development of the ENCARA face
detection system. They can be summarized as follows:
1. ENCARA is designed to detect frontal faces in video streams. ENCARA
is developed for providing fast performance in human-computer interaction
applications where just soft recognition would be necessary.
2. ENCARA makes use only of visual information provided by a single camera.
Its performance must be good enough using standard webcams.
3. ENCARA makes use of explicit and implicit knowledge.
4. ENCARA is based on a cascade hypothesis/verication classication schema.

Figure 1.

ENCARA general modules

5. Finally, the system is open to integrate new modules or modify the existing
ones. This feature allows the system to incorporate improvements.
The process launches an initial face hypothesis on selected areas in the image. These areas present some kind of evidence that make them valid to assume
that hypothesis. Later, the problem is tackled making use of multiple simple techniques applied opportunistically in a cascade approach in order to conrm/reject
the initial frontal face hypothesis. In the rst case, the module results are passed
to the following module. In the second, the area is rejected. Those techniques
are combined and coordinated with temporal information extracted from a video
stream to improve performance. They are based on contextual knowledge about
face geometry, appearance and temporal coherence.
ENCARA is described in terms of the main modules described in Figure 1.
For each module the literature oers many valid techniques but in this implementation, the attention was paid to process at frame rate. The process is as
follows:
1. Tracking (M0) : ENCARA processes a video stream, if there was a recent
frontal face detection, the system tries rst to track facial features instead
of detecting them again. If any of these tests is passed, the candidate is
accepted as frontal. In any other case, the process continues.
(a) Last eye and mouth search: The last detected patterns are searched in
new frames.
(b) Test with previous: If the tracked positions are similar to the one in
previous frame, ENCARA applies the appearance test.

Figure 2.

Example of resulting blob after neck elimination.

(c) Majority test: If the test with the previous frame is not passed, an extra test is performed to check if most patterns corresponding to facial
features have not been lost and are located close to the previous position.
2. Face Candidate Selection, M1: The following steps are carried out to select
areas of interest:
(a) Color Blob Detection: Once the normalized red and green [9] image has
been calculated, a simple schema based on dening a rectangular discrimination area on that color space is employed for skin color classication.
Dilation is applied to the resulting blob image using a 3 × 3 element.
3. Facial Features Detection, M2: ENCARA searches facial features:
(a) Ellipse Approximation: Major blobs detected as skin are tted to a general ellipse using the technique described in [8] that returns the area,
orientation and axis lengths of the ellipse in pixel units.
(b) Refusing Ellipses: Before going further, some face candidates are rejected
based on the dimensions of the ellipse detected and the axis.
(c) Rotation: For this problem, it has been considered that a face can be
rotated from its vertical position no more than 90 degrees, i.e., the hair
is always over the chin. The orientation obtained from the ellipse tted
is employed for rotating the source image in order to get a face image
where both eyes should lie on a horizontal line.
(d) Neck Elimination: The quality of ellipse tting mechanism is critical for
the procedure. Clothes and hair styles aect the shape of the blob. If all
these pixels that are not face such as neck and shoulders are not avoided,
the rest of the process will be inuenced by a bad estimation of the face
area. This blob shape uncertainty will later aect the determination of
possible positions for facial features, with higher risks of error.
For eliminating the neck the system takes into account a range of possible
ratios among the long and short axis of a face blob. On this range, the
search is rened for the current subject. First, it is considered that most
people present a narrower row in skin blob at neck level. Thus, starting
from the ellipse center, the blob widest row is searched. Finally, the

narrowest blob row, that should be upper to the widest row, is located.
A new ellipse is approximated to the cropped blob, see Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Results summary comparing ENCARA with Rowley's technique.

(e) Eyes Detection: At this point, the candidate has been rotated and cropped.
As faces present geometric relations for features positions, the system
searches each eye as a gray minimum in specic areas that have a coherent position for a frontal face. The search for each eye is bounded also
by integrating integral projections. Each hemiface integral projection denes the upper y boundary of the search area, trying to avoid eyebrows.
The minimal intereyes distance accepted in current version is 30 pixels.
(f) Too Close Eyes Test: If eyes detected using gray minima are too close
in relation to ellipse dimensions, the closest one to ellipse center is refused. The search area x0 s is modied avoiding the subarea where it was
detected previously, searching the eye again.
(g) Geometric tests: Some tests are applied to gray level detected eyes:
i. Horizontal test: Resulting eye candidates in transformed image should
lie almost on a horizontal line if the ellipse orientation was correctly
estimated. Using a threshold adapted to ellipse dimensions, candidate eyes that are too far from an horizontal line are refused.
ii. Intereye distance test: Eyes should be at a certain distance coherent
with ellipse dimension.
iii. Lateral test: Face position is considered lateral if the distance from
eyes to the closest border of the ellipse diers considerably.

4. Normalization, M3: A candidate set that veries all the previous requirements is scaled and translated to t a standard position and size (59 × 65).
Finally, this normalized image is masked using an ellipse dened by means
of normalized eye positions.
5. Pattern Matching Conrmation, M4: The appearance of the normalized image is tested in two steps.
(a) Eye appearance test: A certain area (11×11) around both eyes in the normalized image is projected to a PCA eigenspace and reconstructed. The
reconstruction error [3] provides a measure of its eye appearance, and
could be used to identify uncorrect eye detections. The PCA eigenspace
was built o-line using eyes marked manually from three dierent individuals.
(b) Face appearance test: A nal appearance test applied to the whole normalized image in order to reduce false positives makes use of a Haar
based operator [6].
For candidate areas that have reached this point, the system determines that
they are frontal faces. Then some actions are taken:
(a) Between eyes location: The middle position between the eyes is computed.
(b) Mouth detection: Once eyes have been detected, the mouth, i.e. a dark
area, is searched down the eyes line according to intereyes distance. The
located mouth position is accepted only if it ts the prototypical distance
of the face from the eyes line.
(c) Nose detection: Between eyes and mouth, ENCARA searches for another
dark area using gray values for detecting nostrils. From nostrils upwards
the brightest point found is selected as the nose.
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Experimental results

In order to carry out empirical studies of the system, dierent video streams
were acquired and recorded using a standard webcam (320 × 240 pixels) at 15
Hz during 30 seconds. These sequences, labelled S1-S11, were acquired on dierent days without special illumination restrictions. The sequences, of 7 dierent
subjects, cover dierent gender, face sizes and hair styles. Ground data were
manually marked for each frame in all sequences for eyes and mouth center in
any pose. This gives 11 × 450 = 4950 images manually marked. All the frames
contain one individual but the pose is not restricted.
ENCARA performance is compared both with humans and a face detector system. On the one hand, the system is compared with manually marked or
ground data providing a measure of facial features detection accuracy in terms of
human precision. Whenever ENCARA detects a face, it provides eye positions.
These returned positions are compared with the manually marked. A correct
face detection is considered when for both eyes the distance to ground data or
manually marked eyes is lower than a threshold that depends on the actual distance between the eyes, ground_data_inter_eyes_distance/8. This threshold

is more restrictive than the one presented in [5] where the threshold established
is twice the one presented here. Therefore, even if a face is roughly detected but
its eyes are not correctly localized, this face detection will be considered incorrect. On the other hand, an excellent and widely used automatic face detector
for frontal and prole faces [7] has been applied on these images.
The results achieved with both face detectors are provided in Figure 3. Top
graph shows for all the sequences, S1-S11, the detected faces and correct detected faces for both approaches. Bottom graph indicates the rates for correctly
detected eye pairs according to two dierent criteria as described above. For each
sequence, the rst two bars are referred to Rowley-Kanade's approach, while the
last two to ENCARA performance. The polylines plotted present the average
processing time in milliseconds using the standard C clock() function in a PIII
1Ghz for both approaches.
According to this Figure, ENCARA performs for the worst case, S10, 16.5
times and in the best case, S4, 39.8 faster than Rowley-Kanade's technique.
Calculating the average excluding the best and the worst times gives and average
of 22 times faster than Rowley's technique. However, the face detection rate is
worst for ENCARA except for S3, S4 and S7.
This performance for ENCARA is accompanied by a correct eye pairs location rate according to Jesorsky's criterium greater than 97.5% (except for S5
which is 89.7%). This rate is generally better than the one provided by Rowley's
technique, this fact can be explained due to this technique does not provide eye
detections for every face detected.
For most sequences Rowley's technique detects more faces, however that
dierence is reduced if the comparison is carried out with the number of faces
detected with both eye positions. Previous Figure reects a performance for
ENCARA that detects an average of 84% of the faces detected using RowleyKanade's technique but 22 times faster using standard acquisition and processing
hardware. ENCARA provides also the added value of detecting facial features
for each detected face.
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Conclusions and future work

The current system implementation presents promising results in desktop scenarios providing frontal face detection and facial features localization data valid to
be used by face processing techniques. The main goal established in the requirements of the system was real time processing. The nal experiments present
a rate of 20-25 Hz for the image sizes used in the experiments, using a PIII
1Ghz. Its performance is much faster but still not so reliable in comparison with
Rowley-Kanade's technique. This rates are reached thanks to the combination
of dierent fast techniques such as skin color detection and tracking. The system has been designed to be updated and improved according to ideas and/or
techniques that could be integrated.
The development of a real time robust face detector system is a hard task.
There are many dierent aspects that can be considered to improve ENCARA

performance. Future work will necessarily pay attention to increasing color detection performance and adaptability. Current version depends on a rst detection
based on color which can be aected by illumination conditions and the existence of skin color in the background. In those situations the system avoids false
detections thanks to the use of the appearance conrmation step.
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